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Our alliance also calls for this thus ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’** to be a multi-lateral Plan, rather than a plan implemented unilaterally by the United States alone.

Pursuant to this ‘multilateralism’, we call for this Plan to be administered by the OECD, which would thus reprise, on a global scale, its original, Western European scale role, created in 1948, as the OEEC [Organisation for European Economic Co-operation] “to help administer the Marshall Plan (which was rejected by the Soviet Union and its satellite states) . . . by allocating American financial aid and implementing economic programs for the reconstruction of Europe after World War II.”***

However, the OECD can succeed in any such ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’ role, only if the national ambassadors and ambassadorial delegations of the 35 member nation-states, that constitute the OECD Council, and that govern the OECD, represent, in their majority, national governments which have been taken back to democracy, by anti-plutocratic, democratic-populist movements -- NOT by the “extreme right”, divide-and-conquer, racist, ethnicist, and ‘religionist’, [proto]-fascist, pseudo-populist, anti-humanist state-capitalist movements and ideologies, secretly funded and engineered by the ruling plutocracy itself, precisely to pervert and derail the real populist movements [e.g., remember the National ‘Socialist’ [sic] “Workers” [sic] Party, i.e., the Nazi Party, in Great-Depression-/Rockefeller-“Eugenics”-conquered pre-WWII Germany?].

The requisite democratic-populist movements are neither “right” nor “left” in political orientation, per prevailing media definitions, but are both -- or, more precisely, are both and neither; neither by way of being both -- thus a “dialectical synthesis” of the mutually-opposing two, and, hence, a transcendence of each.

This call for a ‘Global Declaration of Peace’ is promulgated in the understanding that global impoverishment -- deliberately engineered and exacerbated by the ruling plutocracy -- including by plutocracy-orchestrated ‘designer depressions’, and “First World” de-industrialization, and depopulation as in Germany, Japan, France, Italy, etc.**** -- is the fundamental, root cause of social violence, police-state dictatorship, civil war, and global war.

World peace can only be achieved through a ‘Global Renaissance’ of increasing and accelerating global prosperity for the thus rising working/middle class majority world-wide.

Only by such can the ruling plutocracy, and their plan for a New/Final Dark Age of “eugenics”, i.e., of ‘humanocide’ -- of global depopulation -- be defeated by the human[e] global majority.

** [In our view, our proposal is the precise opposite of the so-called “Global Marshall Plan” foisted by Rockefeller agent Al Gore. Gore’s plan is, in our view, not aimed at further socio-economic development, and the further growth of the social forces of production/societal self-productivity, but at its opposite: at yet further suppression of industrialization and of majority-prosperity in the plutocracy-created and plutocracy-maintained “Third World”, and is also aimed at “eugenocial” depopulation, there, and elsewhere as well.].

*** [For further background on the OECD, see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organisation_for_Economic_Co-operation_and_Development].

**** [For more about the meaning of this term, see the book Merchants of Despair: Radical Environmentalists, Criminal Pseudo-Scientists, and the Fatal Cult of Antihumanism, by Robert Zubrin.].

[For more about the success of the plutocracy’s “stealth humanocide” policies in depopulating “First World” countries, see: Jonathan V. Last, What to Expect When No One’s Expecting: America’s Coming Demographic Disaster.].
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Only by such can the plutocracy-engineered, divide-and-conquer ideologies be overcome. These are ideologies to which the billions that the plutocracy has impoverished, and made desperate, have thereby been made susceptible. These ideologies include every kind of the separatisms and balkanizations that this plutocracy has contrived and/or amplified: beggar-thy-neighbor “nationalisms”, racisms, ethnic chauvinisms, “religious” chauvinisms, gender chauvinisms, etc., etc., ad nauseam. Only by overcoming these ideologies can the human[+] global majority begin again to work in its own interest, instead of working against its own interest, working in the interest of that thereby ruling plutocracy.

This call is for fiscal stimulus, instead of austerity, in each of the participating OEDC nation-states -- and in China, if China is willing to participate -- coordinated among those nation-states for maximum, global, synergistic effect, such that the ‘fiscal-stimulating’ national government investments converge in a plan for massive infrastructure construction throughout the “Global South”, in Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, and the remaining poverty-stricken regions of Asia, together with massive industrialization investments.

Producing the wherewithal for this gargantuan global investment will create massive new productive employment, resulting in ‘full employment plus’; primarily in their production plant and equipment and infrastructure-producing industries, thus with massive “multiplier” impacts, in the participating OECD nations-states -- states that have been, e.g., in the case of the European Union and the United States, so slow to grow, and so impoverishing to the middle/working class, especially since the plutocracy-contrived “Great Recession”.

We summarize the benefits-versus-costs analysis of this proposal as follows --

**Benefits to Terran humanity as a whole**: World peace, through world prosperity; Global Renaissance.

**Benefits to the participating OECD member nation-states**: Employment boom; accelerated real, reproductive economic growth, replacing present waste/stagnation/degeneration; upsurge in public revenues/governmental tax receipts.

**Benefits to the participating recipient nation-states**: Rapid uplift to high standards of education and skill, of societal productivity, and of per capita wealth. Deep drop in susceptibility to plutocracy-contrived civil wars.

**Costs to Terran humanity as a whole**: Protracted political conflict with a tiny, but sociopathic-power-addicted, ultra-vicious, ‘humanocidal’ ruling plutocracy.

**Costs to the participating OECD member nation-states**: Transient fiscal deficit increases; transient inflation; potential new competition from new, latest-technology industrial installations in the [former] “Third World”.

**Costs to the participating recipient nation-states**: Transient involvement of one or more OECD member nation-states in their accelerated socio-economic development; cultural transformation that includes disruptive aspects.

The cost side of the ‘‘‘ledger’’’, above, for the OECD member nation-states, should be mitigated as follows: by repayment of their coordinated national public debt expansions through shares in the ‘‘‘users fees’’’ generated by the public’s use of the new, publicly-owned infrastructure, financed and partly constructed by those member states.

The new production facilities constructed and installed in participating nation-states of the “Global South” by this ‘World Wide Marshal Plan’ should be oriented toward production for expanded domestic consumption of goods and services, in those “Global South” nation-states, made possible by rising incomes, and rising effective demand, among the citizens of those “Global South” nation-states, and not primarily for export to the OECD member nation-states. However, some ‘South/North’ trade in high value-added products and services should be expected to develop over time. Rising effective demand among the citizenry of the participating “Global South” nation-states will, in time, benefit the export trade of the OECD member nation-states as well.
‘Equitarian’-standard *technodepreciation insurance* should be offered, as part of this ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’, to enterprises in participating OECD member nation-states, to help manage the risk of ‘technological obsolescence depreciation’ of their fixed capital plant and equipment, as a result of new competition from the products of new enterprises, characterized by transiently lower wages, and by technologically state-of-the-art fixed capital plant and equipment, and public infrastructure, constructed and installed in participating “Global South” nation-states, as part of this ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’, in part by these same OECD member nation-states.

Crash-programs for literacy and numeracy acquisition, and for other aspects of education and of skills-development, for the “Global South” working classes that are to operate the new infrastructures and industries, form a necessary component in this ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’.

A crash program for the development and deployment of radioactivity-free forms of nuclear fusion power [not fission power], is another key component of this ‘World Plan’, to provide the low-cost, no-pollution electricity needed to power global industry and infrastructure, and to assist oil-less nation-states in escaping debt-slavery to the plutocracy’s ‘Global Dictatorship of Petroleum’ oligopoly.

The participating OECD member nation-states may do well to consider whether or not they wish to establish eligibility qualifications, for nation-states of the “Global South” who’s leaders wish to participate in, and receive public infrastructure and industrialization aid from, this program, that reward democracy, and the enforcement human rights to at least some standards of, e.g., the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Moreover, the results of this program-of-transition to ‘political-economic democracy’ will be socially optimal, we hold, only if this OECD ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’ is implemented under ‘Citizen Externality Equity’ human rights institutions, applying ‘economic-democratic’, ‘grass roots regulation’ to the pollution-production potential, and to the other externalities production potential, of the industrial plant and public infrastructure installed in the participating “Global South” nation-states under this Plan.

Likewise, the results of this program will be socially optimal, we hold, only if this ‘World Wide Marshall Plan’ is implemented under the ‘Citizen Stewardship Equity’ human rights institutions of economic democracy, that is, via the ‘collective entrepreneurship’ of qualifying, citizens self-organized, markets-competing ‘socialized producers’ cooperatives’, and also via mutually-competing ‘social bank’ cooperatives, also self-organized from among the citizens of the participating “Global South” nation-states. Such credit-endowed, competing ‘social banks’ would be empowered to decide to “fund”, or not to “fund”, each statutorily-qualifying, self-organized citizens’ collective, which applies, with its proposed business plan, to that ‘social bank’, for provision of the means of production required to implement that business plan, from out of the limited credits allocated to that ‘social bank’. The decision of a ‘social bank’ to “fund” a given business plan launches the members of the collective which committed to that business plan, into “going concern” status, as a new, markets-competing ‘socialized producers’ cooperative’, ‘citizen stewardship enterprise’.

*Affective Psychohistorical’ Considerations on the Consequences of this Program. The (“eugenics”) ‘global war on the working/middle class’ that has, since ~1989, been conducted, in stealth, by the ruling plutocracy, is not designed, by that plutocracy, at all, to destroy the cognitive powers of young and old alike, via autism, Alzheimer’s disease, etc., etc., and of “legal” opioids that complicit physicians are willing to push -- not to mention the illegal drugs pushed by the plutocracy’s drug cartels, throughout the U. S. -- are designed to escalate the rates of addiction, of suicidal despair, and of overdose deaths, in that working/middle class. Recent statistics show that this ruling class, “stale genius” strategy is working.

* For more information regarding the ‘technodepreciation insurance’ solvency risk management concept, see http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Applications.html, and, on that Page, the draft of the proposed ‘amendatory annex’ to the U. S. Constitution, Sub-Section 5.3. ]

** For more information regarding the ‘Citizen Externality Equity’ human right, see http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Applications.html, and, on that Page, the draft of the proposed ‘amendatory annex’ to the U. S. Constitution, Sections 2 and 3. ]

*** For more information regarding the ‘Citizen Stewardship Equity’ human right, see http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Applications.html, and, on that Page, the draft of the proposed ‘amendatory annex’ to the U. S. Constitution, Section 5. ]
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These ‘stealth humanocide’ strategies are just part of the U.S. part of the ruling plutocracy’s global war on the working/middle class, and, indeed, of that ruling class’s \textit{humanocidal} global war on humanity as a whole.

Likewise, the exposure of young Americans to forced participation in \textit{deliberate} “collateral murder”, as well as in ‘legalized torture’, throughout the nation-states that the U. S. government, under plutocratic control, has invaded, and raped, helps reflate the Military Industrial Complex, otherwise left in post-U.S.S.R. funding doldrums, by recruiting ever more “jihadis”, seeking to avenge their families, massacred by the U. S. government.

Remember that “Al Qaeda” began as a CIA creature, used to wage war against the Russian rape of Afghanistan.

This exposure of U.S. recruits to forced participation in torture and mass murder also serves to induce the present, unprecedented rates of suicide among U.S. soldiers, mostly working/middle class kids who the plutocracy’s [engineered] “Great Recession” robbed of all other real opportunities. When those soldiers return home to the U.S. mainland, and suffer intense guilt, PTSD, and vast [intended] neglect by the “Veterans Administration”, etc., etc., etc., many die. Other soldiers, those populating the lower tail of the distribution of responses to such exposure, not “phased” by such atrocities, and thus demonstrating psychopathic/sociopathic propensities, may then be recruited into the CIA, or into other “black ops.” and “rogue” operations that viciously violate human rights, to form a corps for the coming U. S. Secret Police.

However, beyond all of these ‘stealth war on the working/middle class’ ploys of the ruling plutocracy, there is an even deeper source of the \textit{deep depression} that is spreading across the U.S., as well as in other nations.

\textit{Humanity is letting itself down. We are letting each other down. We are letting ourselves down.} We are doing so by not tackling the fundamental problem -- of plutocracy-programmed \textit{impoverishment} -- that is afflicting the majority of humanity, even despite the vast and rapid gains achieved recently in China, in India, in Brazil, and elsewhere.

Every day that we do not respond to our fundamental, species-problems, every day that we believe the lies of the ideologues of the ruling plutocracy, telling us that “nothing can be done”, a deep shame and potential despair is eating away at each of us, deep within, sometimes consciously, usually unconsciously, repressed -- is dragging down our self-esteem, our fundamental human morale, our sources of hope, of optimism -- of meaningful human life.

\textit{Not until, we, together, internationally, mount a program to raise humanity, world wide, by its bootstraps, to a decent condition of life, will we be able to heal that deep source of depression and despair, and the self-destructive lives that flow from it -- cynicism, self-excused corruption, drug abuse, suicide, etc., etc., -- not to mention unending wars of mass destruction}, orchestrated by the plutocracy, as so well captured, in Orwell’s \textbf{1984}, by his term “permanent warfare”.

A ‘declaration of peace through prosperity’ is the \textit{opposite} of a “declaration of war”. A ‘declaration of peace’ is \textbf{not} a matter of the imposition, by violent coercion, of the will of one nation-state upon another.

A ‘declaration of peace’ must be a \textit{negotiated treaty}, a legal, diplomatic instrument, agreed upon, in \textit{mutual consent}, between one nation, or group of nations, such as the OECD, and another nation-state, or group of nation-states, such as nation-states of the “Global South”.

Nation-state has “declared war” upon nation-state, and prosecuted wars of mass destruction, including “preemptive war”, ever since the advent of the nation-state species of social formation, centuries ago.

But perhaps never before, with the partial exception of the original Marshall Plan, have nations \textit{preemptively} ‘declared peace’ upon one another, including by consciously and explicitly ‘declaring prosperity’ upon one another -- ‘peace \textit{through prosperity}’; preemption war.

Such official, collective declarations of world peace through world prosperity, and \textit{their implementation}, we hold, are a necessary prelude to attaining closure with regard to all of the chapters of the bloody “\textit{prehistory}” of [true] human[ity] on this planet.

\textit{[*The commitment of the ruling plutocracy to a 90\% extermination} of the human species is documented, as asserted in public statements, out of their own mouths, and out of the mouths of their complicit ‘spokes-servants’, in a text accessible via the following URL -- \texttt{http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Media_file/www.dialectics.org/Media%30Pan/The_Planter_Pla.pdf, Publicly Pledged, The Planter Planetary Population, Plutonomy.12APR2013.pdf]}.\textit{]}